Abstract-This paper proposes a class of modified variable step-size normalized least mean square (VS NLMS) algorithms. The class of schemes are obtained from estimating the optimum step-size of NLMS that minimizes the mean square deviation (MSD). During the estimation, we consider the properties of the additive noise and the input excitation together. The developed class of VS NLMS algorithms have simple forms and give improved tradeoff of fast convergence rate and low misadjustment in system identification.
I. INTRODUCTION
The standard least mean square (LMS) algorithm is considered to be one of the simplest algorithms for adaptive filtering, but it is sensitive to the scaling of its input when choosing a step-size to guarantee stability [1] , [2] , [3] . The normalized least mean square (NLMS) algorithm solves this problem by normalizing with the power of the input. For both algorithms, the parameter of step-size governs the convergence speed and the steady-state excess mean-square error. To better tradeoff the conflicting requirements of fast convergence rate and low misadjustment, various schemes for adjusting the step-size have been reported [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] . In these schemes, many criteria are developed to measure the adaptive filter state. Some of them are proposed directly using the output error. For instance, Kwong and Johnston [4] used the square of the prediction error. Aboulnasr and Mayyas [5] used the square of the time-averaged estimate of the output error autocorrelation at adjacent time. Pazaitis and Constantinides [6] used the time-averaged estimates of the squared and the fourth-order output error. In [8] , Haweel adopted the sign of the instantaneous error. Others are developed by using the derivative of the error functions with respective to the stepsize. For instance, in [7] , Ang and Farhang computed the derivative of the gradient power with respect to the step-size. Sulyman and Zerguine [9] used the derivative of the squared instantaneous error with respect to the step-size. In [10] , [11] , the authors obtained the optimum step-size by minimizing the mean-square deviation (MSD) and presented the estimates. All these variable step-size schemes work effectively for either LMS or NLMS. However, to the authors' best knowledge, the combined properties of the additive noise and the input excitation have not been considered for estimating the optimum step-size of NLMS that minimizes the MSD.
Motivated by VS-NLMS [10] , in this paper we make several considerations on the additive noise and the input excitation to estimate the optimum step-size of NLMS that minimizes the MSD, and this leads to a class of variable step-size schemes for NLMS. It will be shown that the developed algorithms with these modified schemes have simpler or equivalent forms but achieve better performance compared to VS-NLMS [10] and other approaches. The computer simulations in several situations of the input excitation, the additive noise, and the channel are demonstrated.
II. DESIGNING VARIABLE STEP-SIZE NLMS ALGORITHMS
Consider a set of observable data d i that fit into the multiple regression model
where w o is an unknown parameter vector that is to be estimated, v i accounts for additive noise from system impairments with variance σ Note that the derivation of the optimum step-size µ o i is also presented in [10] , [11] .
To estimate the optimum step-size, we consider the additive noise sequence and the input data into several cases. Assuming that the additive noise sequence is zero-mean and independent of the input data, µ o i is approximated as
A. The First Modified VS NLMS Algorithm
Supposing that the additive noise sequence is identically and independently distributed, and supposing that the excitation x i 2 can be approximated by a constant, the optimal stepsize can be simplified as follows:
where
Motivated by this fact, we estimate ε i by using the timeaveraged autocorrelation function of the instantaneous error at adjacent time as follows:
where α is a smoothing factor chosen as 0 ≤ α < 1.
The estimate scheme in (7) has also been used as a criterion in [5] to design the variable step-size for LMS, and resulted in excellent performance. Using (7), p i is estimated bŷ
Using (7) and (8), the first proposed variable step-size (VSI) for NLMS becomes
where C 1 is a positive constant. From (6) and (9), we know that C 1 is related to the noise variance σ 2 v , and this quantity can be approximated in many practical applications. Similarly to the proposed scheme in [10] , whenp i is large in adaptation stage, µ i tends to µ max for fast convergence. On the other hand, whenp i is small in steady-state, the step-size is small for low misadjustment. Thus the conflicting requirements can be met.
B. The Second Modified VS NLMS Algorithm
Supposing that the additive noise sequence v i is identically and independently distributed, whereas the excitation x i 2 is time varying, the terms x i 2 in (5) cannot be canceled out. In
, where ε i has the same definition as in Section II-A. Using (7) for estimating ε i , we can then estimate p i by time-averaging as follows:
Using (5), (7), and (10), the second proposed variable step-size (VSII) for NLMS becomes
where C 2 is a positive constant. From (5) and (11), we know that C 2 is related to σ 2 v /E x i 2 , and this quantity is inversely proportional to SNR.
C. The Third Modified VS NLMS Algorithm
Supposing that the additive noise sequence is correlated, and supposing that the excitation x i 2 can be approximated by a constant, multiplying the numerator and denominator of (7) by E x i 2 twice yields
Let p i x i x * iw i−1 , which is the transformation ofw i−1 by matrix
, the optimal step-size in (14) becomes
Note that for zero-mean noise, it holds that E[
. Following the approach in [10] , p i is estimated by timeaveraging as follows:
Using p i 2 instead of E p i 2 in (13), which has been shown a good approximation in [10] , the third proposed variable stepsize (VSIII) for NLMS becomes
where C 3 is a positive constant. From (13) and (15), we know that C 3 is related to σ 2 v E x i 2 , and this quantity can be approximated by the product of the noise variance and the input signal energy.
D. The Fourth Modified VS NLMS Algorithm
Supposing that the additive noise sequence is correlated, and supposing that the excitation x i 2 is time varying, we rewrite (5) as
Let p i x i x * iw i−1 again, and
Following the same way as we did in Section II-C, p i is estimated by (14), and p i is then estimated by time-averaging as follows:p Using (14), (16), and (17), the fourth proposed variable stepsize (VSIV) for NLMS becomes
where C 4 is a positive constant, and this quantity can be approximated by the way that is used for approximating C 2 . Compared to the proposed variable step-size scheme for NLMS in [10] , the class of modified variable step-size schemes in this paper minimize the same quantity of the MSD and perform by the similar way as described for VSI-NLMS, where the norm of the error vector or the weighted error vector is used a criterion to determine the filter state during the adaptation. However, by using the assumptions for the additive noise and input data, the modified schemes present several exponential advantages. The VSI-NLMS, VSII-NLMS and VSIII-NLMS have less computational complexity. The number of multiplications in calculating the step-size is 7 in VSI-NLMS, 8 in VSII-NLMS, 3N +3 in VSIII-NLMS, whereas 3N +4 in VS-NLMS [10] and 3N +7 in VSIV-NLMS. The VSI-NLMS and VSIII-NLMS are more like numerically stable due to the lack of dividing the input energy during calculating the step-size. For all the proposed schemes, µ max should be chosen as less than 2 to guarantee filter stability. 
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
The performance of the class of modified variable step-size NLMS algorithms is evaluated by carrying out the computer simulation in the framework of adaptive system modeling problem. We use a Hamming window to generate the unknown system as a finite impulse response (FIR) lowpass plant with cutoff frequency of 0.5. The adaptive filter and the unknown system are assumed to have the same number of taps equal to 10. The estimate of the MSD defined by E w o − w i 2 is plotted via the iteration number i by ensemble averaging over 100 independent trials. The standard NLMS, the VSS-NLMS [9] , and the VS-NLMS [10] are chosen for comparison purpose. The parameter ρ = 8E−4 is used for the VSS-NLMS [9] , and the other parameter settings for the various algorithms in all the tested cases are shown in Table I . For all the cases except Case d, the additive noise is zero-mean white Gaussian sequence with variance of 10 −2.5 . Case a: In the first example, the input signals are obtained by filtering a zero-mean, white Gaussian sequence through a first-order system G(z) = 1/1 − 0.9z −1 . The plot of the MSD is given in Fig. 1 . Observe that the proposed VSI-NLMS and VSII-NLMS that are estimated using the uncorrelation property of the additive noise outperform the other schemes, and all the proposed schemes in this paper show better performance than the other two compared schemes.
Case b:
In the second example, we consider the input signals which are obtained by passing a zero-mean, white Gaussian sequence through a third-order system G(z) = 0.44/1 − 1.5z
As shown in Fig. 2 , the convergence properties of all the algorithms are similar to those demonstrated in Case a, where the proposed schemes outperform VS-NLMS [10] and VSS-NLMS [9] .
Case c: Next, we use a zero-mean, white Gaussian sequence for the input signal. The plot of MSD for the various algorithms is shown in Fig. 3. From Fig. 3 , we can see that compared to VS-NLMS [10] , the proposed VSI-NLMS and VSII-NLMS achieve the same misadjustment with slightly slower initial convergent speed, and the proposed VSIII-NLMS and VSIV-NLMS show faster convergence rate.
Case d:
In this example, we also consider the white Gaussian input but a correlated additive noise sequence which is generated by v i = 0.9v i−1 + ω i , where ω i is a zero-mean white Gaussian noise sequence with variance of 10 −2.5 . Fig.  4 shows the MSD for the various algorithms. In this case, the convergence rate of the proposed VSI-NLMS and VSII-NLMS become slower compared to the other two proposed schemes as well as VS-NLMS [10] , but is much faster than that of VSS-NLMS [9] for comparable misadjustment.
Case e: Finally, we study the various algorithms in tracking a constantly varying channel which is generated by a random walk model: h i = h i−1 + δ i , where δ i is a white Gaussian sequence with zero-mean and variance of 10 −4 . The experimental result is plotted in Fig. 5 . It is seen that all the algorithms have identical convergence rate and equivalent tracking capabilities.
Based on the above simulation results, we can see that all the VS NLMS algorithms except VSS-NLMS [9] can achieve the convergence rate that the standard NLMS algorithm achieves at the step-size equal to one, and all the compared schemes achieve the same tracking capability. We also vary the constant C i for the modified VS NLMS algorithms during the experiments and obtain the similar observations as in [10] that these modified schemes are not highly sensitive to the choice of C i . As a summary, among all the schemes the proposed VSI-NLMS and VSII-NLMS perform better in the situations of the correlated input of AR model and uncorrelated noise, and the proposed VSIII-NLMS and VSIV-NLMS show equivalent or better performance compared to VS-NLMS [10] , and show much better performance than VSS-NLMS [9] and NLMS. Following the comparisons in [10] , the proposed schemes will also outperform the schemes proposed in [4] , [5] , [6] , [11] . These results show that the estimates of the optimum step-size using the uncorrelation properties of the additive noise and the constant input excitation perform satisfactorily. 
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a class of modified variable step-size NLMS algorithms. The properties of the additive noise and the input excitation are considered to simplify the estimates of the optimum step-size that minimizes the MSD of NLMS. The resulted schemes give simple forms and improved filter performance. The modified variable step-size schemes for NLMS algorithms are expected to extend to the affine projection algorithm to save computations and improve performance.
